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MAXI

(Monitor of All-sky X-ray Image)
•
•

Designed for “Time domain astronomy”

Observation started in August 2009
Two scientific instruments
– Gas Slit Camera (GSC) 2-20 keV
– Solid-state Slit Camera (SSC) 0.7-10 keV
– GSC has larger effective area and covering sky

• Large FoV observing whole sky
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JEM-EF

– MAXI can cover 85% of sky in one orbit (92 min)

• All-time monitoring
– Data before the trigger are available

• Alert system in real-time

•

– Transient events can be searched automatically
– Real time alert via MAXI mailing lists, 265 subscribers
High charged particle background at high latitude and SAA
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MAXI/GSC
all-sky scans

12 Xe-gas counters with
1-D collimators

GSC 6 zenithal
units’ FOVs
GSC 6 horizontal
units’ FOVs

Earth horizon
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ISS orbital
motion

Example Daily Coverage (GSC, one-day)
Sun avoidance
(5 deg.)

GSC 6
(degraded)

Galactic coordinates

GSC 3 (degraded sensitivity
with a damaged anode)

Scan poles (r = 10 deg.) moves with the
orbital precession period of 70 days.

http://maxi.riken.jp/

MAXI GRBs and short transients (2—20 keV)

: only MAXI (47)
: MAXI + other (45 prompt + 7 afterglows)
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Serino et al. (2014)
http://maxi.riken.jp/grbs/

Flux and Hardness
MAXI only 40 7
M+ other 16 29

MAXI GRBs
• 1/2
HalfofofMAXI
them are
detected
GRBs
are
only by MAXI

"Only MAXI" events

– Not observable by others (not
operational, earth)
– Soft
spectraGRBs
(“X-ray flash”)
Only
MAXI

• tend
MAXI-only
events
to Soft
andtend
Dimto be
soft and dim
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Flux and Hardness
MAXI GRBs

1/2 of MAXI GRBs are
"Only MAXI" events
MAXI only M+ other
Only
MAXI30GRBs
17
tend
30 to Soft
15 and Dim
• MAXI-only events tend to be
soft and dim
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Table 1. Best-fitting values for the LC.∗
Ke
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[erg cm− 2 s− 1 ]

Kc

w
[s]

a

31.6 ± 1.6

2.26+0.21
− 0.19

GRB 100418A – prompt emission observed down to <1 keV
−8
(3.8+0.7
− 0.6 ) × 10
∗

−6
(1.6+1.6
− 1.0 ) × 10

(1.1 ± 0.3) × 10− 12

Imatani et al. 2016

15 – 150 keV
(Swift BAT)

0.7 – 7 keV
(MAXI SSC)
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0.7 – 7 keV
(MAXI SSC)
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Errors (90% confidence) obtained with C-statistics.
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15 – 150 keV
(Swift BAT)

Table 2. Best-fitting values for the X-ray prompt emission spectral parameters (SSC+BAT and SSC).∗
Power-law function
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z(fix)
SSC
SSC+BAT
Fig. 4. Wide-band X-ray spectrum of GRB 100418A at the prompt emisFig. 2. GRB 100418A light curve (0.7–7 keV). SSC data points (red) are
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1. GRB 100418A image obtained by the SSC-Z (0.7–7 keV). The green

H SSC
Fig. 3. Prompt emission light H
curve of GRB 100418A, (top)
−
2
(0.7–7 keV), (bottom) BAT (15–150 keV). Data from two CCD chips are
plotted (see text). The SSC detects no photon at 30 s ≤ time where we
set the upper limit of 90% confidence.

• Delayed

BAT LC shows two peaks whereas the SSC LC does not,
probably due to the low time resolution.

3.2 Spectrum

α(fix)

X-mark indicates the GRB location (RA 17h 05m 25.s 8, Dec +11◦ 27′ 26.′′ 8,
a single power-law model. We find that the best-fitting value
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GRB 100418A – prompt emission observed down to <1 keV
Imatani S29-6
et al. 2016
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Eiso vs. Epeak

Lp vs. Epeak

• Consistent (2.5 s) with Amati’s and Yonetoku’s relations on Epeak and Eiso or Lp

this burst was dominated by a shock breakout. The typical
GRB emission is dominated by normal jet and afterglow
components; therefore, LL GRB may show a different feature. It may be the reason that GRB 060218 satisfies the

de Ugarte Postigo, A., Thöne, C. C., Goldoni, P., Fynbo, J. P. U., &
X-shooter GRB Collaboration 2011, Astron. Nachr., 332, 297
de Ugarte Postigo, A., et al. 2012, A&A, 538, A44
Dermer, C. D., Chiang, J., & Böttcher, M. 1999, ApJ, 513, 656

Downloaded from https://academic.oup.

Fig. 5. Results of GRB 100418A are plotted on the Amati relation (left) and the Yonetoku relation (right) where dotted lines indicate the 3σ systematic
error regions (Yonetoku et al. 2010). Red arrows indicate the results of GRB 100418A.

MAXI Unidentified Short Soft Transient (MUSST)
• Detected only in X-ray band (MAXI 2-10 keV) : Soft
– No detection by Swift/BAT (15-50 keV)

• Fades out before Swift/XRT follow-up at a half day later : Short transient
• No detection by Swift/XRT ends up unidentified
– MAXI localization (0.3deg) is insufficient for optical follow-ups.

• Rapid X-ray follow-up is desired while it is still bright
(100 mCrab in 1 minutes, 1 mCrab in 20 minutes).

⇒ NICER

8 MUSSTs in 8 years of MAXI
flux
name
[Crab]
l
b
reference
name
l
b [Crab] ref.erence
GRB
161123A
255.8
-69.6
0.1
#8050
MAXI J1714-130 9.6, +14.7 0.1 AtelAtel
#8050
MAXI
J1501-026
354.6
+46.8
0.44
Atel
#7954
MAXI J1501-026 354.6, +46.8 0.44 Atel #7954
GRB
150428C
139.3 +30.6
+11.2 0.1
0.2 GCNGCN
#17772
MAXI
J1540-158 351.6,
#17568
MAXIJ1540-158
J0545+043 201.1,
#6066
MAXI
351.6 -12.6
+30.60.2
0.1 ATel GCN
#17568
GRB
140930A
106.2,
-6.8
1
GCN
#16855
GRB 140814A
139.9 +66.4 1
GCN #16686
GRB 140814A
#16686
MAXI
J0545+043 139.9,
201.1 +66.4
-12.6 10.2 GCNATel
#6066
GRB130407A
130407A
26.4,
#14359
GRB
26.4 +35.6
+35.6 44 GCNGCN
#14359
MAXI
J1631-639
324.4
-10.8
0.12
ATel
#3316
MAXI J1631-639
324.4 -10.8 0.12
ATel #3316

A MUSST,
GRB 140814A.
Reported as a GRB,
but no detection by
Swift follow-up.
X-ray image at
discovery and
light curve in the scan. Soft (= no detection in
10-20keV) is a different point from a GRB.
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What are these short soft transients?
• gamma-ray bursts with very low Epeak
• low-luminosity GRB w/SN
(~ SN2006aj/GRB060218)
• Choked GRB
• soft extended emission of short GRBs
– neutron star merger — GW source (?)

•
•
•
•
•
•

stellar flares
igniting classical novae
tidal disruption events
SN shock breakout (~ SN2008D)
very short AGN (blazar) flare
…
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MANGA : MAXI And NICER Ground Alert
NICER(Neutron star Interior Composition ExploER)

https://www.nasa.gov/nicer

NICER

•
•
•
•
•

a NASA/GSFC mission.
Installed at ISS on June 2017
Absolute time resolution : 100 ns
Energy resolution : 2% @6 keV
Large effective area : >2000cm2
10 times higher than Swift/XRT

ToO observations of NICER provide accurate timing and spectroscopy of MAXI transients

According to the discussion between the MAXI and NICER team before NICER launch,
we already made 7 ToO observations in 6 months.
MANGA concentrates on hour-day phenomena such as
- Huge stellar flare from GT Mus (2017/07/18), HR1099 (2018/2/9), UX Ari (2018/2/22)
- State transition of MAXI J1535-571 (MAXI new source, Black hole binary) (2017/09/11)
-Swift J0243.6+6124 (New source, Neutron star binaries) (2017/10/01)
-MAXI J1621-501 (New source, possible NS-LMXB) (2017/10/19)

We will continue MANGA in such a rate ( once a month).
We will try to shorten the time delay aiming upto 20 minutes.
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Stellar flare observation by MANGA
•
•

MAXI can discover stellar flares but cannot get high quality data
NICER cannot discover stellar flares but can get high quality data

Flare from HR 1099 (RS-CVn
type star) on Feb 9 2018

MAXI
NICER

We have succeeded to
observe stellar flares from
4 sources in 7 month.

58150

58155

58160

MAXI photons/sec/cm2 (2- 10 keV)

NICER Counts/sec (0.2 – 12 keV)

The MAXI NICER relationship is quite complementally.

58165
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OHMAN (On-orbit Hookup of MAXI And NICER)
(à recommended in NASA Senior Review)

NICER : Mounted in June 2017

Look at the source in X-ray,
while it is still bright in X-ray.
Rapid follow-up from 2 min. after discovery
MAXI nova detection by onboard PC
Convey information to NICER on ISS.

Survey discovery space in
time-domain astronomy.
Rapid decaying objects.
MUSST
GW sources
Orphan afterglow of GRB
Stellar flares
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GW 170817
•
•
•
•
•

Sugita+ 2017

12:23 (-18 min pre GW) MAXI scanned the field with no detection
12:41 GW170817 (MAXI in high particle flux region)
12:44 MAXI resumed observation
17:21 (+4.6 hours post GW) first observation (partial)
18:55~ full coverage; no detection
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MAXI

MAXI for GW counterpart search
• MAXI/GSC can observe the early afterglow of the canonical short GRB at 170 Mpc (O3)
• If BNS merger have an extended emission (GRB170817A soft tail emission is extended emission?),
GSC is able to detect the extended emission
Afterglow of SGRBs scaled to
GW170817 distance (40 Mpc)

GRB050709

Villasenor et al. 2005

Short hard
pulse

MAXI X-ray upper limits
for GW170817

HETE-2
2–25 keV

MAXI typical one-orbit
sensitivity
Chandra

“Soft extended emission”
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Upgrades for O3
Average duty fraction 40%

1400 s 52% (<1472 s)

Average duty fraction 50%

2050 s 75% (> 1472 s)

Upgrades for O3

2019 03 21 15:22

2019 06 25 01:30

Upgrades for O3
Average duty fraction 40%

1400 s 52% (<1472 s)

Average duty fraction 50%

2050 s 75% (> 1472 s)

Upgrades for O3
MAXI GW alert system in O2
GCN
mail

JAXA/TKSC
MAXI DB

Nova
Alert

MAXI GW alert system in O3
JAXA/TKSC

Grace
DB

event
file

MAXI DB

Nihon U,
Tokyo Tech,
AGU

Nova
Alert

logs
RIKEN

Flash Report

downloading
a sky map

RIKEN

Flash Report

Manually operated
email alerts
< 30 s

email alerts
10 m ~ a few h

event
file

logs
looking for
sub-threshold
events

generating
LCs, skymap
~2d

calculating
upper limit
> 2-3 h

GCN
mail

email alerts
< 30 s

email alerts
10 m ~ a few h

MAXI
DB
event
file

Grace
DB

PC for GW event at
Nihon U
procmail:
getting
parameters

looking for
sub-threshold
events

generating
LCs, skymap
5, 10, 30, 60, 92, … m

downloading
sky map
after 1 scan
Calculating
Observation
Coverage
calculating
upper limit

• Prepare MAXI data for GW events directly from MAXI DB with no time delay
• Automatic pipeline processes data and prepares GCN circular draft

MAXI in O3

GW events: 34, HV on at trigger: 17

We report coverage and upper limits of GW credible region during one-orbit (92m=1.53h)

Coverage of GW region in one-orbit

Time to GCN submission

average: 5.8 hour

average: 82.4%

Lag of data
downlink
Before new alert system

2
4

Summary
• MAXI scans most of the sky every orbit (85% in 92 min), every day (>90%)
• Real time alerts produced for X-ray transients on various timescales
• ~100 prompt GRBs detected in 10 years ( within instantaneous field of
view ~2% of sky )
• “MAXI-only” GRBs are generally soft and faint (“X-ray flash” population)
• GW170817 – first X-ray upper limit measurement
• +4.5 hours; (usually <1.5 hours in most cases)
• Duty fraction increased (40%à50%) and pipeline upgraded for O3
• Coordination with NICER (OHMAN) in progress
©NASA
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